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Art by Linda Gregerson, Snake River High School, Blackfoot, Idaho. 

F E A T U RE 

If you accept this profession -- this calling, this 
vocation -- you have apprenticed yourself to a 
lifetime of learning. Neither you nor your stu-
dents will learn to write. You will use writing as a 
way of learning, a way of discovering and explor-
ing, of finding what you may have to say and 
finding ways in which you may say it (Murray 5). 

This quotation by my hero, Donald Murray, is 
taped to a file cabinet next to the desk in my 

classroom. Using writing as a means of discovery and 
exploration fits nicely with my district's ninth-grade 
English curriculum, which focuses on the theme of "self" 
(Wolfe). Included in this curriculum is a unit which is 
supposed to combine the reading of biography and 
autobiography with the writing of a research paper. As 
usual, I wanted to approach this unit from the philosophy 
Murray describes above. When first seeing this unit in the 
curriculum I thought it would be difficult to put all of 
these elements together. Biography, autobiography an La 
research paper all in one quarter? I wasn't sure where to 
begin. As usual I went to my colleague, Marcy Taylor, 
who was also new to teaching at the time, and explained 
my dilemma. I told her my intention to use this unit as an 
opportunity to continue the ninth-graders' journey into 
self-exploration. We began to brainstorm. 

Together, Marcy and I created a unit we call Personal 
Anthology. In general, the student would generate a 
collection of short writing pieces by and about them-
selves. In this way, they are using writing as a means of 
discovering themselves. To get to the nitty-gritty, we 
decided upon a set of writing assignments that would go 
into the anthology. The students would write biographies 
and autobiographies to include' in the anthology. The 
biographies would be written about subjects the students 
admire, or they feel have a positive influence in their 
lives. 

The first of these biographies must be about someone 
well-known enough to be previously written about, so 
that the student may find sources on their subject in the 
library. Thus, the research element of the unit begins. 
All of the skills necessary to write a research paper can 
be taught at this time, to whatever degree is necessary 
depending on your students' experience with the writing 
of research papers. For my students, this is a good 
refresher on the uses of reference materials. All of the 
requirements concerning documentation and bibliography 
can be taught, or reviewed as well. The students turn 
these biographies in complete with parenthetical docu-
mentation, and a bibliography page at the end. The 
reading required during this phase is, of course, biogra- 

Personal Anthology: 

The Research 
of Self. 
Veronica L. Daley 

phies, magazine articles, encyclopedia entries, or newspa-
per stories about the subject they are researching. 

The biographical paper which results from this 
assignment should not merely be a report on their find-
ings about the subject, but should be an essay which uses 
their findings to support their opinion about the subject. I 
make it clear to the students that I want to see their 
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feelings about the subject. Why do they admire this 
person? What influence might this person have on their 
lives? Although the paper is written about someone else, 
a vital focus of the paper remains the writer, which is 
consistent with this unit's objective to promote self-
discovery. 

Lest the students think that the library is the only 
source of research information, a second short biography 
is assigned. This time students pick a person they are 
interested in that would not be well known, or previously 
written about. The person should be alive and available 
for an interview. We read interviews from Stud Terkle's 
Working and discuss the ways to approach an interview. I 
try to pull a school celebrity, such as the resource officer, 
head custodian, or school nurse, into the classroom to be 
interviewed. Prior to that, we prepare questions and 
discuss proper interview techniques. The students are 
finally on their own to interview friends, relatives, 

'I The students continue recalling stories by 
sharing them in groups or with the class. 
Telling their stories, and hearing the sto-
ries of others, helps bring the stories to life. 

neighbors, or members of the community at large. They 
then write up the interview to submit as the second piece 
in their anthology. 

When the biography phase of this unit is complete I 
have the students shift gears from writing about someone 
else to writing about themselves autobiography. This 
is always one of the most exciting writing units of the 
entire year. We explore personal narrative and memoir as 
ways to approach short autobiographical pieces. I use a 
variety of methods I've gleaned from Triggering Town by 
Richard Hugo and Inside Out: Developmental Strategies 
for Teaching Writing by Dan Kirby, Tom Liner, and Ruth 
Vinz. I get the students started by helping them generate 
memories using activities I've borrowed from these 
books. These memories are collected by the students into 
their journals. 

The first of these activities is to have the students 
bring in a picture of themselves as a child. Since they are 
still children, this picture could have been taken as 
recently as the previous summer. Because my students 
are only fifteen years old, they don't have a lot of 
memory to go on, therefore anything that's happened in 
even their recent past is fair game. I allow the students to 
talk about their pictures in small groups, and then ask 
them to write about the picture and any memories it 
triggers. 

We leave it at that for the time being,and the next day 
the students are asked to bring a cherished object from 
their childhood. This could be a teddy bear, a blanket, a 
toy, anything. Of course, not all students remember to 
bring their object in, some are embarrassed, some of the 
objects were loved out of existence long ago. Still, 
enough items are brought that it can initiate a brainstorm-
ing session that leaves the chalkboard covered with 
"cabbage patch doll," "gobot," "transformer," "legos," 
etc. Eventually, most students have recalled something 
that meant a lot to them as a child, and in the process they 
have remembered many other things attached to the item: 
the grandparent who gave it to them, the fight they had 
with their sister over it, the time they shared it with a 
friend. 

At this point they turn to their journals and record all 
the details surrounding the object that they can. The 
students continue recalling stories by sharing them in 
groups or with the class. Telling their stories, and 
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hearing the stories of others, helps bring the stories to 
life. They write about firsts: the first time I rode a bike, 
or rode in an airplane, my first date, or kiss, my first time 
away from my parents, my first real vacation. They tell 
"scar. stories." By showing visible scars, or explaining 
scars they may be unable to reveal in the classroom, we 
learn about their skateboard crash, falling out of the tree, 
car accidents and collisions with walls. We sometimes 

Pencil drawing by Kere Hayes, Nampa High School, Nampa, Idaho. 

learn about invisible, emotional scars as well. 
Once the students start, they can't stop, and some-

times the over-protective parent in me has to fight sweaty 
palms and a queasy stomach as I listen. All this vivid 
description is the stuff that makes for exciting writing, 
and they do write it all down in their journals. I borrow 
from The Triggering Town in having the students draw a 
map of a childhood neighborhood. They remember 
embarrassing moments, eccentric neighbors, and impor-
tant epiphanies in their lives. After they have recorded 
all this in their journals, and any other memories they 
may have had along the way, I feel they have generated a 
variety of material to choose from before beginning an 
actual draft of their first memoir, or, as I've heard Dan 
Kirby call them, "snapshots." 

The students are now provided with a choice of 
possible topics for the autobiographical pieces they will 
produce. The reading we do during this phase of the unit  

includes examples of student writing from Moffett's 
Active Voices, excerpts from Maya Angelou's I Know Why 
the Caged Bird Sings and autobiographies and personal 
accounts from the non-fiction section of the - Prentice-Hall 
Literature textbo-ok our district uses. Many interesting 
contemporary memoirs and autobiographies are available 
depending upon the amount of literature you want to 
integrate. 

The students are then asked to go back and see if 
there is a second memory they could develop from their 
journals. The two finished pieces can be put separately 
into their anthology. Occasionally though, the student is 
able to make connections between the two selected pieces, 
and can tie them together as one. This completes the 

By showing visible scars, 
or explaining scars 
they may be unable to reveal 
in the classroom, 
we learn about their skateboard crash, 
falling.. out of the tree, 
car accidents and collisions with walls. 
We sometimes learn about invisible, 
emotional scars as well. 

autobiography part of the unit. 
As the students complete drafts of either the biogra-

phies or the autobiographies, they are allowed to share in 
small peer groups to get feedback and ideas for revision. 
In addition to revising their papers, the students are 
intrinsically motivated to edit, because they feel the pride 
of authorship. They have chosen the topic, and the paper 
is about themselves. Therefore, they want to make it 
clear for the reader of their finished Personal Anthology. 

Students are encouraged to include self-written 
poetry, or favorite poems by others, at the anthology's 
end%A table of contents is made to help the writer 
organize their pieces, and later help the reader see what is 
there. The cover sheet is the finishing touch. Before the 
anthology is complete, an attractive cover is completed by 
the student. Previous to this unit, the student has already,  
read a novel or two, and, on at least one occasion, has 
been assigned to draw a character map, an idea I learned 
from Ruth Vinz. They chose a character from the novel, 
depicted the character symbolically by representing them 
as an animal or object, and supported their choices of 
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symbol by citing passages from the text. The twist here 
is that the student must come up with an image to repre-
sent themselves. The quotes they use to support the 
symbol which represents them must come directly from 
the text they've created. The passages come from the 
biographies, autobiographies, or poems they have just 
written. Synthesizing the pieces they have put together, 
by doing a character map of themselves, reinforces this 
unit as another opportunity to explore self. 

The Personal Anthology Unit allows the students 
choices, ownership of their writing, opportunities for 

collaboration with peers as they revise and edit, and 
publication after putting together the final product. We 
celebrate the completion of this project by having a class 
reading. The students chose their favorite of the pieces 
they have written to share aloud. Although I have not 
tried it before, my recent learning prompts me to ask the 
students to keep logs next year as we do this unit, and to 
write me a final narrative about the learning that took 
place throughout the process of writing the anthology. I 
want my students to become aware of their writing 
processes. I also want to demonstrate to them value of 
the process, rather than just the product, by allowing the 
work they do on the logs and narratives to be reflected in 
the grading. This will reinforce for them that what they 
learn is just as, or maybe more, important than what they 
produce. It is my assumption that what they learn about 

biography, autobiography, research, and writing will be 
equaled by what they learn about themselves. 

None of the activities or ideas I've mentioned here 
are original. I'm sure that you have heard of these 
methods, and probably practice them yourself. I hope I 
have described a way of pulling the pieces together, and 
helping students put together a finished product they can 
feel proud of. The process they've been guided through 
leads them not only to becoming better writers, but 
enables them to learn ways of "discovering and explor-
ing" who they are by "finding what (they) may have to 
say and finding ways in which (they) may say it" (Murray 
5). Marcy and I saw our students accomplish this after we 
tried our unit out that first year. I have witnessed my 
students achieving that sense Of accomplishment every 
year since. 
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